### Educator Evaluation in 2021 and Beyond

**September 9, 2021 - 4:00-5:30**

This course reviews updates to the Educator Effectiveness Evaluation System beginning in the 2021-22 school year through Act 13 of 2020. All PSEA members are welcome to attend this webinar; however, only EA members who have not previously taken this course will be eligible for Act 48 credit.

---

### SLOs 2.0: Student Performance Measure Templates

**September 28, 2021 - 4:00-5:30**

The new educator evaluation system (beginning in SY 2021-22) replaces student learning objectives (SLOs) with student performance measures (SPMs). While use of the SPM template is optional (rather than required like SLOs were), various LEAs are expected to use these recommended PDE templates. This workshop explores the new SPM templates available for LEA Selected Measures and IEP Goals Progress (IEP-SPM), provides examples on how SPM and IEP-SPMs might look and be measured, shares additional learning resources, and offers time for educators to explore and interact with the new templates.

---

### Continuous Improvement:

**Using the PDE Danielson Frameworks to Up Your Teaching Game!**

**November 9, 2021 - 4:00-5:30**

Explore the PDE Danielson Frameworks for Educator Evaluation as updated in Summer 2021 as tools for continuous improvement in this informative and interactive workshop. After developing an understanding of the relevant PDE Danielson Framework for their position, educators will engage with strategies for self-assessment and skill development using an educator perspective (rather than administrator perspective) of the revised Danielson Frameworks. Finally, educators will interact with their union siblings to allow for deeper engagement with particular elements within the Danielson Framework domains that are most meaningful to attending educators.

Register at: [www.psea.org/webinars](http://www.psea.org/webinars)